REFERENCE:
SLOPEWALL RESTORATION GAGE
S-2-E BARBER STABILIZED TRUCKS
STANDARD CAR TRUCK DRAWING SK-2527 REV NONE

Material:
Stainless Steel 304
Thickness: 1/8"
Scale: .35X

WINCHESTER INDUSTRIES INC.

SLOPEWALL RESTORATION GAGE

Gaul # | Barber # | Journal | "A" | "B" | "C"
-------|----------|---------|-----|-----|-----
W538-1 | SK-2527-1 | 6.1/2 X 12 | 8.251 | 14.490 | 17.250

BOXED DIMENSIONS ARE MINIMUM CHARACTERISTICS TO BE VERIFIED FOR RECERTIFICATION
RECERTIFICATION TOLERANCE +/- .005"

MANUFACTURING TOLERANCE
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED: +/- .010"